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A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRINCIPAL

Dear MSC Families,

Welcome to Manhattan School for Children.  Our mission is to be a caring community of lifelong learners
with collaborative teaching in a workshop model where students are doing most of the talking and heavy
lifting of their learning. Teachers are facilitators and coaches. Inclusion is intentional and we
de-standardize the curriculum to allow access for all learners.

MSC’s educators and families have worked to build and maintain a school community in which students
of different racial/ethnic, socio-economic, as well as physical and academic abilities, come together to
celebrate multiple ways of knowing the world and each other. Our student-centered pedagogical focus and
instructional program is unique and grounded in the philosophy of a “community of learners.” We believe
that all children are gifted in multiple ways.

● Children learn by doing
● Children learn at different rates, using different strengths and different learning styles
● Children learn about the world in an integrated way
● Children learn when they feel good about themselves
● Children learn when their families are active participants in their school

Our Comprehensive Education Goals:
To improve ELA and Math proficiency across the school, particularly focused on our subgroups:
Black, Latinx, Students with Disabilities to narrow the achievement gap.
For a greater number of students to exceed standards in ELA and Math.

Social Emotional Goals:
● All K-8 classroom teachers implement a school-wide consistent SEL programs: Responsive

Classroom for creating rules, routines and structures for transitions, language in the classroom
and Second Step lessons for emotional regulation, impulse control, and conflict de-escalation.

● Strengthen Equity and become an antiracist school
● Teachers take on leadership roles
● Implement Restorative Justice as language and response to misbehavior in middle school

-teachers are trained in Restorative Justice.
● Tollow and consistently implement the response to misbehavior protocol across the school, the

schoolwide signal and upholding classroom and schoolwide rules across the school.

We value our Parent Coordinator, Malaka Banks, she is a great resource for families.  You may reach out
via email at mbanks5@schhols.nyc.gov . Our PA president is Barrett Martin. The PA continues to work
tirelessly to strengthen our school community.  Reach out to him at CoPres@friendsofMSC.org with
questions and inquiries about joining a committee.  For the most up to date information on PA activities,
check our website under “get involved” for upcoming PA meetings and events.

It is going to be a wonderful and successful year.

Best,
Claire
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2022-2023 Staff
Principal: Claire Lowenstein
Assistant Principal: Kerry Powers
Assistant Principal: Dr. Latasha Jones
Business Manager: Tatiana Hoover
Parent Coordinator: Malaka Banks

Teachers K-5
K-01 Lynn Parr
K-02  Julia Thompson, Kysha Young & Heidi Harding  ICT
101 Sejal Seth
102 Emily Lowe & Patti Kelly ICT
12:1:1 Alba Panzera
201 Karen Dunner
202 Shakira Provasoli & Alison Spandorfer ICT
301 Stephanie Bush
302 Michele Tyndal & Nichole Makarius ICT
401 Elizabeth Rivera
402 Katelyn Bornholdt
403 John Speedling & Rachel Moskowitz ICT
501 Kelly Provost
502 Fara Goodman & ICT

Teachers 6-8
ELA - Gabriel Zuger
ELA - Matthew Lyons
ELA - Alaina Storck
Math - Wyatt Knaster
Math - Sing Chang
Science - TBA
History - Doug LaFlamme
ICT - Heather Hecht
ICT-  Celeste Perez
ICT - Brian Wayne
ICT- Isabella Strull

Clusters K-8
Theater - Kris Casey
Art - Gillian Bashaw
LOTE- TBA
Music – Shelley Carver
P.E. Gym – Dinko Kacarevic
P.E. Gym/APE - TBA

Intervention
IEP Teacher – Rachel Samuels
SBST School Psychologist – Alison Weitz
SBST Social Worker – Diana Roman
SBST Family Worker - Jenny Chang
Social Worker - Kadria Benejan- Mandated Counseling/ At risk counseling
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Guidance Counselor - Gabrielle Lemoullec
ELL. – Katy Bowen

Para Professionals
Eunice Canela John Casiano Delilah Cepeda
Veronica Campuzano                  Drew DeBarros                           Alba Fermin
Araceli Flores                              Elvin Garcia
Montiya Jenkins                          Akil Marsh                                  Karel Miles
Natasha Muriel                            Adriana Rosario                          Rehka Rashada
Pedro Perez                                  Rosemary Pina                            Miguel Ruperti
Carisma Taylor                            Danielle Tiboni                            George Warner

Occupational Therapy
Elana Askarim Mary Anthony Deb Fisher Shayna Schleifer

Physical Therapy
Jonathan Bronsky Elaine Mar Anne Lyn Gador

Speech Therapy
Jamie Diamond Erica Drexler Amanda Mcquillan Erica Smolowitz
Megan Augsbach

School Aides and Secretary
Maxima (Xiomara) Almonte
Jasmine Rivera
Lorraine Phillips Supervising School Aide
Chenora Davis Pupil Personnel Secretary and Payroll Secretary

History, Mission Statement, Philosophy
Manhattan School for Children was founded in the early 1990s through a cooperative effort of parents,
teachers and staff members of NYC’s Community School District 3. It is a school of choice, open to
children who are zoned for District 3 via lottery. Since that time, MSC’s educators and parents have
worked to build and maintain a school community in which students of different racial/ethnic,
socio-economic, as well as physical and academic abilities, come together to celebrate multiple ways of
knowing the world and each other.

Our mission is to be a caring community of lifelong learners, collaborative, learning in a workshop model
where students are doing most of the talking and heavy lifting of their learning. Teachers are facilitators
and coaches. Inclusion is intentional and we de-standardize the curriculum to allow access for all learners.

MSC’s educators and families have worked to build and maintain a school community in which students
of different racial/ethnic, socio-economic, as well as physical and academic abilities, come together to
celebrate multiple ways of knowing the world and each other. Our student-centered, pedagogical focus
and instructional program is unique and grounded in the philosophy of a “community of learners.” We
believe that all children are gifted in multiple ways.

● Children learn by doing
● Children learn at different rates, using different strengths and different learning styles
● Children learn about the world in an integrated way
● Children learn when they feel good about themselves
● Children learn when their parents are active participants in their school
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Teaching and Collaboration for Differentiated Instruction
Over the years MSC teachers came to realize that our children have many different educational
backgrounds and learning styles. Though teachers strive to provide a rich environment where children
could be actively involved in their learning and in “learning by doing,” there are students who experience
difficulties learning (especially learning “basics” in reading and arithmetic). In turn, MSC teachers
maintain balanced reading and mathematics programs. In addition to explicitly teaching mathematical
concepts and number facts, we involve children in hands-on and cooperative problem solving. Likewise,
our literacy curriculum involves students in real (purposeful) reading and writing.

Building A Community of Learners
As you go through the life cycle, every stage of life has to add something to the possibility of being able to
obey the Golden Rule -- Erik Erikson “Treat Others the Way You Want to Be Treated” (cited in Charney,
Teaching Children to Care).

Our most important responsibility is teaching children to live by the Golden Rule -- to respect themselves
and others in their classroom communities, school, neighborhood, city and country. Using many of the
lessons and routines outlined in The Morning Meeting Book, MSC classroom teachers have built
classroom communities in which children can articulate and live up to the expectation of being treated
with fairness and respect.  Students learn to treat each other the same way as they articulate goals and
declarations for the year, and create a do-able list of classroom rules and expectations that facilitate
learning and are based on the Golden Rule.

Birthdays and Holidays
The MSC community has families from many different cultures and traditions. Some families in
our school community do not celebrate holidays and birthdays because of religious or cultural
beliefs. Therefore, we do not celebrate holidays, birthdays or decorate the school or classrooms for
holidays, nor do we hold holiday celebrations.

We have the tradition of honoring children in the classroom community by making sure that each child
has a “Special Day.”  Each child selects a special day at school for celebration. Consult with the families
in your class in planning for the “Special Day.” Reminder, special day snacks that are dropped off should
be already prepared in individual portions.

Celebrations of Learning
K-8 Celebrations of Learning Showcases in each classroom community are celebrations of learning for
children, their teachers and families.

● Teachers organize publishing celebrations after a unit of study, project exhibitions and/or math
showcases.  This is a culmination of all the work the students have learned throughout the course
of the unit.

● Each student should be an active participant in the celebration—planning and organizing, sharing
their work, listening and responding to the work of others.  Likewise, family members and staff
should also be active participants. Teachers will establish a protocol that allows all students who
have published to share and that also allows families to understand the importance of listening
and responding.

Language
All staff are called by their first name.

● Calling all staff by their first name is a deliberate and values-driven choice. We are a community
where students call adults by their first names to continue to help us to break down unproductive
barriers and to engender mutual respect between adults and students. “It is a way to foster respect
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and inclusivity, a sense of belonging and community, it also helps our students see the adults who
teach them as whole people with interests that transcend what they do in the classroom—just as
all the research suggests that teachers, to be most effective, need to understand their students as
whole children.”

First Person Language
● MSC families, students and staff should use person-first language when referring to members of

our community who have special needs. How do you use person-first language? Simply say the
person’s name or use a pronoun (“he” “she” “they”) rather than using the disability as an
adjective to describe the person. For example, no one at MSC should ever refer to a child as a
“wheelchair kid.” Instead, say, “Tom uses a wheelchair.” If you don’t know a particular student’s
name, say, “He uses a wheelchair.” Why is person-first language important? It places the focus on
the person rather than the need, reminding everyone that human beings are defined by who they
are and not by their abilities or limitations.

Arrival/Dismissal
Arrival

● Students arrive at 8:20 A.M.
● K parents and caregivers drop off in the classroom.
● 1-8 Parents/caregivers do NOT take their child to their classrooms.  Drop-off and pick-up takes

place outside the school building at designated areas. 
● Students will line up single file line up with markers and identified traffic patterns with directional

markings.
● Teachers will meet their class at their designated space and escort them into the building. Students

will have the ability to collect breakfast (grab and go) at each floor before entering the classroom. 
● A staff member will support students arriving off the busses,
● Late Student Policy - Student remains in the lobby at SSA agent desk, SSA agents call the main

office. A member of the main office comes down to the lobby and escorts the student to the
classroom.

Dismissal
● At 2:40 P.M. students will exit the building.
● K parents and caregivers pick up from the classroom.
● Teachers escort students out of the building through their designated exit.  
● School personnel will be deployed strategically to assist students.
● Students who have not been picked up by 2:40 pm will be escorted to the auditorium and

supervised by our school aides.

Location Arrival: 8:20 A.M. Dismissal: 2:40 P.M. Adult Supervision

Big Yard 1st grade 1st grade Claire

Little Yard 2nd grade 2nd grade Dinko, Maxima

Entrance/Exit 2
(Front Entrance) left side

3rd Grade 3rd Grade Loraine

Entrance/Exit 2 (Front
Entrance) right side

4th Grade 4th Grade Kerry
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Entrance/Exit 2 (Front
Entrance) right side

5th Grade  5th Grade  Jasmine

Entrance/Exit 3: Front
Entrance towards
Amsterdam

6-8 6-8 Latasha

Student Snack & Breakfast
● Students can bring their own individual snack and keep it in their backpack.
● Students can eat it when they are hungry and while they are working.
● Breakfast is available for all students every morning. Students can grab a breakfast and that can

be their snack.

Student Lunch
● K students eat lunch in their classrooms.
● 1st – 8th students eat lunch in the cafeteria.
● 7th and 8th grade students have the privilege to eat off campus.
● School lunch is available for all students and is delivered to the classrooms in grades K. Families

may always send a lunch prepared from home.   Every student must submit a lunch form
regardless of whether the student will eat the school lunch.

Student Recess
● Students have recess every day.
● Students may not bring any kind of device or cell phone.
● Grades K – 3, students have the option of playing in the “little yard” or the “big yard.”
● Grade 4 – 8, students are only allowed on the “big yard.”
● We take students outdoors in almost all weather. The New York City Department of Education

policy and New York City Department of Health Guidelines regarding outdoor play in cold
weather states “Children benefit from vigorous exercise and should be given the opportunity to
play outside whenever possible.”

● The NYC Department of Education states that outdoor play is permitted regardless of the
temperature when weather and yard conditions are appropriate.

● Our policy is to send the students outdoors unless the surface is slippery or the weather conditions
are extreme. Given the limited amount of physical activity during the school day, we want
students to play outside as much as possible.

● When it’s raining, students are in the auditorium.

Teaching at MSC
All teachers and staff are role models for children. All staff are expected to maintain high standards of
excellence in their academic instruction: to keep abreast of changes and innovations; to be creative in
their teaching techniques, utilizing available technology as well as the myriad resources of the school and
the city; to advise students and student activities; to establish clear lines of communication with families
and to serve on various school committees. It is essential that we are professional at all times.  Teachers
should act in a respectful and collegial manner with other staff members.  In order to maintain a
commitment to professional growth and excellence, teachers must set a positive example for the students.

● Smoking is not permitted in the building – You must be 100 feet from the building to smoke.
● Drinking coffee, tea, and eating food is prohibited when teaching.
● Dress appropriately for work.
● Cell Phones should not be used during instructional periods.  Please save your phone

conversations, texting, or checking of personal email for prep or lunch.
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● Staff should return student work in a timely fashion, adhering to deadlines and be on time for
obligations and meetings.

● Administrators and teachers are expected to supervise students in the hallways and outside of
classrooms during the school day.

● Classrooms must be organized and welcoming.  All instructional and extraneous materials must
have a place (i.e. books in labeled baskets, papers in files, math manipulative in labeled
containers).

● The classroom should be a print rich environment that supports instruction (e.g. Daily schedule,
Word Wall, protocols for classroom routines)

● Bulletin boards should show evidence of updated student written work in all subject areas (ELA,
writing, science, social studies) with description, and rubrics to guide students in an
understanding of instructional next steps.

● Anchor charts should be created by students and teachers and displayed to enable students to
work independently. Charts should support instruction and reflect the current units of study (i.e.
ELA unit of study). By the time students are ready to complete the task, charts and vocabulary
around the classroom should support what students are asked to do (i.e. if the task is to write an
opinion piece, examples of learning how to write an opinion should be visible).

● Classroom libraries must be organized with book baskets according to genre, author, interest and
other categories relevant to the reading/content curriculum. Classroom libraries must be inviting,
appealing and organized to facilitate book selection for independent reading.

● Groups of students must be formed to facilitate cooperative learning. Data must be used to form
small group instructional and you should always meet with small groups of students who need
extra support with the independent work before beginning conferences with the rest of the class.

● Rooms should be set up and organized to accommodate student independence. Materials that
students need to work should be easily accessible. Student notebooks and folders should be
labeled and stored in an organized manner.

Classroom and Hallway Environment
From Chapter two of Classroom: Spaces That Work from Responsive Classroom:
“Children need uncluttered spaces to do their work and clear, safe pathways for moving about.
Remember: Less is more.”

● Keep classrooms uncluttered
● Keep the hallways clean
● K-8 Reading and Writing classrooms, devote a space of the classroom to the library, this space

can double as  a whole-class meetings area where the instruction of mini lessons occur.
● Desks and tables are arranged in pods, triads, quads so students can work in partnerships for our

workshop model of instruction.
● All furniture should have at least one clear purpose—and preferably more than one—that is

relevant to children’s development and the curriculum.
● All furniture should be actively used for some part of each day—and preferably for most of each

day.
● Children should be able to move safely and easily around any furniture in the room.

Classroom Library: The classroom library is the heart of the reading workshop. Make the
classroom library inviting. It might mean adding a cozy touch like beanbags, couches, pillows, a rug.
Materials for a Classroom Library

● Books are organized in bins and labeled to assist students when shopping for books by: Level,
Genre and Author
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Materials for Instruction and Management in Reading and Writing Workshop
Mentor Texts - books used in units of study instruction, small group and conferring.
Chart paper  - to create charts, annotate examples, create tools
Post-its and Anchor chart post-its

Materials for Students
● Book Baggies for K-2 students
● Book Bins for K-2 students where students store their writing, reading folder and notebooks.
● Book Bins for 3-8 students where students store their chosen books, a place  to store their reading

and writing notebook, writing folder is an important management component.
● Post-it notes in various sizes
● Pencils/pens

Math Materials
Label:

● Name of books
● Name of manipulative (inch tiles, ten frame, unifix cubes)
● Name of tool (example: rulers, calculator, white board)

Science, Social Studies, Arts
Label:

● Genre
● Author
● Name of materials (example: magnifying glass, newspaper articles)
● Name of tool (example: microscope, primary sources, markers, instruments)

Committees:
Professional Learning/Development/MOSL Committee:Teachers take on a leadership role to plan
professional development that ensures that we are working to meet our Comprehensive Education Plan
goals. To continue to know every student well with a cultural lens, and an academic perspective to
strengthen equity and access across the school.

Anti Racism Steering Committee: Staff take on a leadership role to plan professional development that
ensures that we are working to meet our Comprehensive Education Plan goal.To continue to know every
student well with a cultural lens, and an academic perspective to strengthen equity and access across the
school.
Next Step:s

● Recruit more staff members
● Continue Professional development small groups series continue:

★ Creating Identity Maps in small groups as a staff
★ Meeting with individuals who missed the Chancellor's Day PD
★ Engage in Culturally Relevant Lesson Plan study

● Assemble a diversity, culture (fun, social) celebrating culture committee. Organize an inter-floor
mixing

● staff and students food and culture shares - representing cultures/ identity.
● Implement a “Daily Hello” campaign to support all staff members knowing each person’s name

and saying “Hello” daily
● Include families in this important work

Social Emotional Learning Committee: Staff takes on a leadership role to plan professional
development that ensures that we are working to meet our Social Emotional Goals.
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● All K-8 classroom teachers are continuing to implement a school-wide consistent SEL programs:
Responsive Classroom for creating rules, routines and structures for transitions, language in the
classroom and Second Step lessons for emotional regulation, impulse control, and conflict
de-escalation.

● To implement Restorative Justice as language and response to misbehavior in middle school.
● To follow and consistently implement the response to misbehavior protocol across the school, the

schoolwide signal and upholding classroom and schoolwide rules across the school.

Science Fair Committee: Is an opportunity for staff to take on a leadership role to plan, organize,
facilitate and host our annual K-8 Science Fair.

School Implementation Team: is composed of Principal: Claire, Assistant Principals: Kerry, Latasha
Social Workers: Ali, Diana, Kadria School Psychologist: Allison , IEP teacher: Rachel S
Purpose of SIT Team:

● Determine academic and behavioral needs of a student- IEP REVIEW
● Given, multiple sources of data recommend appropriate evidence-based strategies to support the

student
● Support on-going progress monitoring to inform instructional decisions and interventions
● Recommend referral for evaluation for possible special education services or 504 plans
● Identify trends and themes pertaining to the needs of the staff in relation to schools

Response to Intervention Team is composed of  Principal: Claire, Assistant Principals: Kerry, Latasha ,
Social Workers: Ali, Kadria, School Psychologist: Allison , IEP teacher: Rachel S

● For a student who does not have an Individualized Education Plan, the IEP teacher can support a
student with Academic Intervention Support. (Recommended Grades by New York State is
Grades 3-8)

● For a student who does not have an Individualized Education Plan, the Response to Intervention
process (RTI) team reviews.

● If at any point your need for Social/Emotional support  is urgent:
K-5, First contact Kerry @ 3000
6-8: First contact Latasha @ 6100
If you are unable to reach Kerry or Latasha, contact Claire @ 5031

UFT Consultation Committee is composed of staff and the principal who meet monthly to discuss
school issues set by an agenda.

Hiring Committee: Is composed of families & staff and meets weekly. We create interview questions and
job descriptions. Our goal is to hire diverse highly qualified teachers.

The Attendance Committee continues to monitor attendance data and trends in attendance and chronic
absenteeism.

Social Emotional Program and Curriculums:
As part of our continued mission to teach children to care and maintain a positive learning community, it
is important for students to respect themselves and others.

● Our social emotional curriculums are: Responsive Classroom and Second Step.
● It supports educators to become more effective in three key domains.

“Engaging Academics Teachers” creates learning tasks that are active, interactive, appropriately
challenging, purposeful, and connected to students’ interests.
“Positive Community Teachers” nurtures a sense of belonging, significance, and emotional safety
so that students feel comfortable taking risks and working with a variety of peers.
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“Effective Management Teachers” creates a calm, orderly environment that promotes autonomy
and allows students to focus on learning.

Morning meetings (K-5), Advisory (6-8)
● K-5 classrooms begin each day with a morning meeting to promote an environment of trust,

academic growth, and positive behavior
● 6-8: Advisory: Using The Responsive Advisory Meeting Book 6th, 7th & 8th grade students

participate in Advisory meetings that allow for students to connect to the teacher, our school, and
to each other. The emphasis is to teach children to take care of themselves, each other, and the
school environment so that everyone can learn at his/her best.

● Students set goals for their own learning and take responsibility for reaching these goals.

● Reading Buddies: To deepen the connections within the MSC community. 8th grade as a part of
their Legacy participate in the reading buddies service project to give back to the MSC
Community. 8th graders Reading Buddy read to younger students to support social-emotional
learning and skill-building.

Classroom Rules-Class Delegates & School Wide Rules Congress & Grade Delegates
During morning meeting (K-5), Advisory (6-8) during the first weeks of school:

● Teacher helps students set goals for the year, often beginning by sharing her/his own goals (Hopes
and Dreams)

● Teachers work with students to create 5 classroom rules (They are generated from students’ ideas.
Students make a poster of the rules and display it prominently in the room.

● Each class chooses two delegates to represent them at a grade-level school wide congress. The
job of the delegates at each grade-level to meet at rules congress to discuss all the classroom rules
for their grade and select three to five upon which all could agree.

● School-Wide Delegates: Two delegates from each grade will be selected from among these
representatives for monthly meetings with the Principal.

● Classroom delegates, at a grade-level school wide congress, meet as rules congress to discuss to
solidify our five schoolwide rules. Posters of the schoolwide rules are displayed on each floor of
our school.

Social Emotional Goals:
● All K-8 classroom teachers are continuing to implement a school-wide consistent SEL programs:

Responsive Classroom for creating rules, routines and structures for transitions, language in the
classroom and Second Step lessons for emotional regulation, impulse control, and conflict
de-escalation.

● To implement Restorative Justice as language and response to misbehavior in middle school.
● To follow and consistently implement the response to misbehavior protocol across the school, the

schoolwide signal and upholding classroom and schoolwide rules across the school.
● Each class hosts and facilitates a Town Hall that has a theme that is connected to our Responsive

Classroom and Second Step units.

MSC Discipline Policy: At MSC, when dealing with discipline issues, we use the Responsive Classroom
approach. This emphasizes teaching children to take care of themselves, each other, and the school
environment so that everyone can learn at his/her best. There is a strong emphasis on students setting
goals for their own learning and taking responsibility for reaching these goals. To be successful
academically and socially, children need to learn cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, and
self-control.

Rules and Logical Consequences
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● The teacher and students create rules for the classroom that will allow everyone to do his/her best.
● When students break the rules, there are clear and non-punitive consequences that help them learn

from the mistake. The approach teaches responsibility and self-control.
Contacting Family

● When a student begins to show a pattern of behaviors that interrupt his/her learning or the
learning of others, teachers contact family

● Teachers maintain anecdotal records and consult with administration and guidance to create a
support plan.

● Teachers will remove a student from class only if the student is consistently disrespectful and
disrupts learning and contacts family.

Continued Disruptive Behavior:
● The teacher schedules a meeting with the assistant principal and Guidance Counselor, the student

in order to address the behavior by engaging the student in intervention and prevention strategies.
● are contacted a meeting is often set up between all parties

Responding to Misbehavior Steps
Goal: Stop misbehavior as quickly and simply as possible so the teacher can continue teaching and
students can continue learning.

Updated Steps to Responding to Misbehavior
Response to Behavior- minor infractions:
Step 1: Non-verbal redirect- should not require the teacher to stop what he/she is doing to explain the
rule or expectation.

● a look, a nod, brief eye contact
● shake of the head
● a tap on the shoulder
● a hand motion, give a hand signal such as fingers against the lips
● teacher moves closer to the student

Step 2: Verbal Redirect (short, direct).
● say the student’s name,
● direct student move seat
● say stop tapping
● say stop talking to your partner

Step 3: Take a break in the classroom - use a calm, quiet voice to direct the student. Take a break - a
designated place in the room so a student can separate, calm down and join back when ready (teacher
needs to see the student from the take a break spot).  If misbehavior continues, take a break in a buddy
classroom.

● The student goes quickly, quietly, calmly and promptly.
● The student may read a book, take deep breaths, write in a journal, squeeze a stress ball, draw.

Step 4: Take a break in a buddy classroom- for a longer break. No conversation or problem solving.
● The student goes to the buddy teacher classroom.
● The student sits quietly in the buddy teacher’s room.

Step 5: If a student returns and continues to misbehave, the student is then removed for the rest of that
period.

● Direct a student or an adult to get an assist from
● Kerry (K-5) ext 3001
● Latasha  (6-8) ext 6100
● Malaka ext 5032
● Claire ext 5031
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● Teacher keeps a log of students who are stopping the learning and interventions.
● Teacher must contact the family.

Response to Repeated Infractions and Major Infractions:
Removal from classroom by teacher
Principal Suspension (up to 5 days)
Superintendent Suspension

Teachers are responsible for:
● Contacting family if students show a pattern of absence, or lateness
● Contacting family if a student is not prepared for school
● Contact family when a student disrupts learning for two consecutive days
● Teachers are expected to keep a log or record of all significant communication with families.
● The log sheet of calls to students’ families should include the date of each call, the reason for the

call and the outcome.  You will need these records in the event that a referral is made, or if there
are any significant issues in a student’s social, emotional or academic growth that must be
pursued further.

● If a teacher has a question or concern pertaining to the needs of children and school policy or
practices of colleagues, the first place to bring that concern is to Claire.

School Wide Signal
● K-8 students should be familiar with and understand that the “hand in the air signal” means

children should stop, look and listen.
● Classroom Signal: teachers establish and teach a classroom signal that will indicate to the

students it is time to be quiet and focus on teacher directions or instruction.  The auditory signal is
nonverbal and should be followed by our all school wide visual signal, which is a straight, single
hand in the air.

Cell Phones and Electronic Devices
● Student cell phones are required to be turned off and put away at all times when students are in

the school building.  This includes time at lunch in the cafeteria, in the gym,  and during recess.
● There are times during the school day that a student may ask for permission to use his/her cell

phone - sometimes to take a photo of the assignment on the board, sometimes to work on a
specific task for a project.  It is your discretion to approve use.

● If a student uses his/her phone without express permission while in the building during the school
day, confiscate the phone and turn it into the main office.  The Parent Coordinator will notify
parents.  Similarly, if a student's phone goes off during class, confiscate the phone and turn it into
the main office.  The Parent Coordinator will notify parents. The phone will not be returned to the
student.  A parent will have to pick up the phone at his/her earliest convenience.  Until then, the
phone will be securely stored in the Main Office.

Student Circulation
● Stairwells will be labeled with the use of one directional stairwells and single file travel patterns.
● Elevator use will be limited to individuals with special mobility needs
● Appropriate signage, directional markers and physical distancing guidelines, will be displayed on

walls and floors throughout all travel routes.
● To reduce movement throughout the building, teachers will travel from class to class, with

students remaining in the same room throughout the day to the extent possible.
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Elevators
● Teachers escort their classes via the stairs for arrival, dismissal and traveling through the building.
● An assigned Para professional escorts a student who moves differently (uses a walker or

wheelchair).
● A student must submit a doctor’s note to Malaka for a temporary elevator pass.

Evacuation Drills
During Evacuation Drills:

● Teachers bring with them a class list with emergency phone numbers or copies of their
Emergency Contact Forms.

● Review evacuation procedures with your class before the first drill.
1. Students line up quickly and quietly.
2. There is no talking.
3. Students walk with their arms down by their sides

● Students with limited physical mobility do not leave the building; these students are escorted, by
assigned staff members, to the Holding Room that are located on each floor (Rooms 300, 400,
500, and 610). In the event of a true emergency, all students will be escorted out of the building
by first responders.  Room 300 - Nichole, Room 400 - Hilary, Room 500 - Julia, Room 610-
Celeste.

Bathroom Usage: Leaving the Room (Bathroom, Water, Hallway)
There will be signage regarding hand washing and physical distancing displayed.
Grades K-2

● Must use a pass (uniform pass is used in each classroom)
● Students move their picture card to show the teacher they are in attendance as a part of their

morning routine.
● Students move their picture card to the restroom slot when a student takes the pass.
● Students must have a pass when leaving the room.
● Teacher keeps track of who is out of room  (in an event of emergency)
● Teachers keep track to know how long students are out of room for safety reasons.
● No more than 2 students from each classroom are in the bathroom unless there is an emergency.

Grades 3-8
● Must use a pass (uniform pass is used in each classroom)
● Students must sign in and sign out
● Must limit number out of room at one time
● Teacher has a system to know who is out of room (in an event of an emergency)
● Teacher has a system to know how long students are out of room (for safety reasons)
● No more than 2 students from each classroom are in the bathroom unless there is an emergency.

STARS Progress Reports, Report Cards Dates

Quarter Starts Ends 6-8 Student Work
Showcase

Grades Due Published Teachin
g Days

MP1 Sep 8, 2022 Nov 23, 2022 Nov 18, 2022 -
Dec 1, 2022

Dec 2, 2022 Dec 5, 2022 49
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MP2 Nov 28, 2022 Jan 20, 2023 Jan 23, 2023 -
Jan 27, 2023

Jan 27, 2023 Jan 30, 2023 33

MP3 Jan 23, 2023 Apr 5, 2023 Apr 17, 2023 -
Apr 18, 2023

Apr 20, 2023 Apr 26, 2023 47

MP4 Apr 17, 2023 June 16, 2023 June 20, 2023 -
June 21, 2023

Jun 23, 2023 Jun 27, 2023 41

Grading Policy
Progress reports for grades K-8 will be available to families in MySchools four times a year (December,
January, April and June).

K-5 Grading Policy
STARS report card performance levels:
4= Excels in Standards
3= Proficient
2= Below Standards
1=Well Below Standards

6-8 Grading Policy
STARS report card percentages:
65% Mastery assignments:
30% - Published writing pieces and projects, posters, reports
20% - Formative Assessments (tests and quizzes)
10% - Bi-monthly notebook checks
5% - Student Work Showcase Share
25% In-class assignments and Homework
10% Contributing Factors: participation, organization

Re-do policy: Per MSC policy Redo and Retakes Done Right by Rick Wormeli (Wormeli, R, 2011)
Wormeli, Rick. "Redos and retakes done right." Educational Leadership 69.3 (2011):, students may re-do
mastery-designated assignments to improve their grade.  Students may earn up to half of the points they
missed the first time up to a score of 90%. For example, if a student initially earns a 70, she may earn up
to 15 additional points.  Students and families can check all 6-8 grades at any time through our Google
Classroom online platform.

Homework - K-8
● All students will read nightly for a length of time determined by their teacher.  Daily reading is

recorded in a reading log.
● Additional homework will be assigned at the discretion of the teacher.
● MSC teachers will not assign homework packets

Curriculum Overview
Reading and Writing
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● K-8: Teacher’s College Reading and Writing program (TCRWP). Our teachers follow the units of
study and are provided instructional coaches from Teachers College

● Workshop model: mini lesson, independent, small group work, one on one conferring, a mid
workshop interruption at times and a share.

Phonics
● K-2 The Units of Study in Phonics: Teachers College Reading and Writing
● Grades K–1: Concepts About Print, Phonological Awareness , Letter Knowledge ,Word

Knowledge/Word Solving, High-Frequency Words
● Grade 2: Phonological Awareness, Word Structure, Word Solving, Decoding, Word Solving:

Spelling Vocabulary, Conventions, High-Frequency Words

Math:
● K-5: Engage New York Math Modules, K-5 Math Solutions for assessments

3-5: Math rotations provide more access points in small groups incorporating center games and
independent work time. Students rotate through a group mini lesson, journal taks and fluency
center).
K-2: Incorporate Math rotations school year.

● 6th and 7th Grades: enVision® Mathematics Problem-based learning with visual learning.
Students learn math by solving rich, reality-based problems.

● 8th Grade: Algebra 1 Regents

Assessments: We administer summative assessments in reading and Math 4 times a year.
● K-2: TCRWP Running Records, Early Childhood Assessment in Math (Counting, Numeration,

Addition & Subtraction), Acadience Reading and Math
● 3-5 TCRWP Running Records, Skills Based Screeners (Addition & Subtraction, Multiplication,

Division, Map Growth Reading and Math
● 6-8 F&P  Running Records, 6-7th Teacher made Math Assessments, 8th - Algebra Regents

assessment, Map Growth Reading and Math

Social Studies:
● The NYCDOE K-8: Passport to Social Studies program that integrates the Common Core

Learning Standards (CCLS) and the New York State K-8 Social Studies Framework.

Science:
● K-7: Amplify Science (blends hands-on investigations, literacy-rich activities, and interactive

digital tools to empower students to think, read, write, and argue like real scientists and
engineers).

● 8th Grade: Living Environment Regents
● K-7: Greenhouse Project Environmental Studies curriculum. Students learn in our the flagship

Greenhouse Project Science Laboratory
● 6-7: Challenge Based Modules intensive, short-term interdisciplinary courses developed around

real-world challenges.

Specials
Theater:
Students explore story drama, sock puppets using vocal expression to distinguish the creation of original
characters through exploration and play.
Middle school theater Elective, put on a production with set design, costume design and prop making, and
perform monologues and scenes
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Visual Arts:
K-2 students are introduced to the primary and secondary colors. Students are given an opportunity to
create picture collages using these colors as a guideline to explore their own creative artistry. Students
also create self-portraits and “I Am Me” poems that help celebrate each person’s individuality through
creativity.
3- 5th students create self-portraits by creating realistic portraits or using Funko Pop as an inspiration.
They also work on converging line landscapes using one point perspectives and oil pastels. Students also
create Pop Art drawings using artists such as Warhol and Lichtenstein as inspiration.
Middle school Elective: students create self-portraits based on the inspiration of Tim Burton, create name
tags using graffiti style, still-life succulent portraits focusing on the inspiration of Southwestern Native
Americans, and Funko-Pop portraits of pop-culture celebrities such as Warhol and Lichtenstein as
inspiration.

Music:
K & 1:  students learn Music is Expression”to express their feelings and imaginings through music,
particularly lullabies. Students sing “Rig-a-Jig-Jig” - in simple and compound meters.
2nd & 3rd: With our partnership with Carnegie Hall’s Musical Explorers program, students learn classical
music: “Indian Classical Music with Falu”.
4th Grade: With our partnership:  Carnegie Hall’s Link Up program “The Orchestra Sings” students study
Stravinsky’s “Firebird” suite and its connection to a Russian folktale, Dvořák’s.
5th Grade: students learn “Music is Connection” and “Music is Expression”,  how to intersperse a chant
and body percussion piece.
Middle School Elective, Modern band: students learn to play instruments, read lead sheets and study the
history of some modern band genres: rock, hip hop, soul, motown, and jazz.

Physical Education:
We follow The New York City K-8 Physical Education Scope and Sequence.
K-8
Safety and Management: Teachers and students establish and practice class protocols and expectations
promoting safe and active participation in a positive environment that is focused on student learning.
Personal responsibility, safety, proper equipment use, and student engagement are emphasized.

K-2
Locomotor Skills: Learning and enhancing locomotor skills through the exploration and application of
movement concepts related to space, effort, and relationships allow students to develop critical skills and
build confidence to participate in physical activity now and in the future.

Rhythms and Educational Gymnastics: Movement opportunities that promote self expression,
coordination, and aesthetics are emphasized. Students perform a wide variety of balancing, weight
transfer, non-locomotor movements, and tumbling skills.

Manipulative: Students develop and practice the skills of kicking, dribbling with hands and feet, and
striking with long and short implements. Students explore the concepts of speed, force, and accuracy
related to object control. Teachers provide objects that vary in size, color, and weight to promote student
success and engagement.

6-8
Individual Performance Students apply more complex movement skills and concepts with a deeper
emphasis on health-related fitness concepts.
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Rhythms and Dance Students explore a variety of dance forms and rhythmic activities and apply creative
expression, balance, coordination, and weight transfer as an individual, with a partner, or in groups.

Sports and Games Students learn and apply more complex movement skills and concepts and a variety of
strategies and tactics in traditional games and sports.

We are a Move-to-Improve All Star School where we supplement our existing PE programs by
programming up to 40 minutes per week of MTI classroom-based instruction.

6-8 Health
Health education is delivered by our gym teachers and facilitator from our partnership with Early RAPPP:
Relationship Abuse Prevention Program (RAPP).
We facilitate workshops critical conversations on the following:

● Teen Relationship Abuse: define consent Identify when we need consent
● Consent: learn how to ask for and give consent
● Sexual Harrassment: define sexual harassment Understand the differences between flirting and

harassment Identify the four types of harassment
● Healthy Relationships: identify elements of a healthy relationship Identify what power and

control look like in different types of relationships What is Gender? Combating Gender
Stereotypes.

● Gender + Sexuality Series: What is Gender? Combating Gender Stereotypes Sexual Orientation
101 Homophobia & How to be an Ally Transphobia & How to be an Ally

● HIV Prevention

Greenhouse:
Our continued goal has been to make the greenhouse an engaging science classroom. This year, we face a
hurdle since budgetarily we can not fund a full teacher position.  To keep the greenhouse a classroom, we
are scheduling science in the greenhouse as an integration period with classroom teachers 1-5 and when
we are able to fill the middle school science vacancy. We will rotate kindergarten later in the year.

We are working with Manuela to hire a part time science teacher who would teach the NY Sunworks
Science curriculum in the greenhouse. The classroom teacher would support the teaching of the lessons
and classroom management.

In School Partnerships
NYCB Ballet Tales
Carnegie Hall - Link Up, Musical Explorers
Harmonize KidsInside Broadway
National Junior Honor Society
K-5 Math Solutions
NY Sunworks
Teachers College Reading and Writing Project
Urban Advantage for Grades 6-8

After School Partnerships:
Art with Bernard
Beacon Program
Creative Stage
French Football Academy NYC
Hex & CO
MOHR’s Explorers
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Roads to Success
Togetherhood

Instructional expectations
Our Instructional Model: Expectations in the Classroom
The MSC instructional model is based on the philosophy that students take ownership of their learning in
a supportive environment created by teacher facilitators.

● When you walk into an MSC classroom you will notice the workshop model in play
● Teachers deliver a short mini lesson
● Students can articulate what unit they are in and what their individual learning goals are
● Teachers are informally assessing through conferring and small group instruction
● Teachers are conferring and teaching small group instruction using tools (inside a reading and

writing folders: on demand writing pre-assessments, mentor texts, learning progressions, rubrics,
self-assessment with checklists)

● Students have assigned partnerships and teachers are listening in as an informal assessment for
Engagement, Evidence of Strategies Taught and Academic Discourse

● K-5 Math teachers implement Number Talks, Journal Tasks, ECAM & SBCs. Engage NY Math is
integrated into a math workshop with partner routines

● K-8 Math teachers are conferring during Math fluency centers and Math independent work time
using talk math prompts to increase Math discourse. Teachers are conferring using tools inside the
student Math folder: mid module assessments, end of the unit assessments, math talk stems and
writing prompts, K-5 student goal ladder).

● Teachers are recording data collected in conferences or small group instruction using a conferring
record sheet.

● Teachers are leaving written feedback on student work (notebook, writing checklist, learning
reading progression, draft, project)

Digital Classroom
For the 2022- 2023 school year only, the DOE reached an agreement with the UFT regarding the use of
digital classrooms. The DOE UFT Digital Classroom Agreement neither permits nor prohibits any prior
practices around the use of digital classrooms or digital communications to students or parents.

● Digital Classroom Set Up Between September 8 and September 30 (all active school based
teachers and Lab Specialists and mandated related service providers (OT/PT, Guidance,
Psychologist, Social Worker, Audiologist) are required to set up their digital classrooms on a
DOE)

● School based teachers and mandated related service providers on payroll as of September 30,
2022 shall be paid $225.00 via supplemental check on or about October 31, 2022 for set up of
digital classroom(s)

Digital classrooms are to be used in the following circumstances:
● Remote Parent Teacher Conferences
● School Closure,
● Asynchronous Instruction/Office Hours
● Teacher or Mandated Related Service Provider

School based teachers and other mandated service providers will engage students via remote synchronous
instruction.
Teachers and mandated related services providers will continue to serve all in person students consistent
with the current program.
Teachers in middle school may receive an additional (1) hour per session hour per additional course (not
section).
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Professional Development & Parent Engagement & Other Professional Work
● 2:40- 4:00: PD every Monday (Teachers, Paraprofessionals, Speech Teachers)
● Parent Engagement & Other Professional Work every Tuesday: Teachers: 2:40-3:55: Teachers,

Paraprofessionals: 2:40 pm-3:50, Speech Teachers 2:40-3:55 SESIS Admin Time,

Student Led Conferences (Family Conference in March)
● Student-led conference is an example of our commitment to progressive education.
● Students are empowered to share his/her progress at school and they are eager to present their

portfolios/progress to their families!
● The purpose of student-led conferences is to open the eyes of students to their own learning and

to help them take personal responsibility for their progress.
● There are many learning experiences and benefits for this format: active participation in the

learning process, increased self-confidence, development of leadership skills, organization,
responsibility for their learning, communication and critical thinking skills.

● Benefits for families  include: a conference time to gather information about your child's
academic and social progress this year and improved communication between you and your child
about goals for future growth as students take an active role by showing their work samples and
projects.

6-8 Student Work Showcase
● Each student demonstrates what they have learned and mastered from each marking period. It is

an authentic and powerful way for our students to have agency over their learning
● Families are invited  into the classrooms to be a part of the Student Work Showcase experience.
● During Advisory, Each student chooses an ELA, Math, Science, or History piece of work (that

has a graded rubric and teacher comments) presents that piece of work and is evaluated using the
Review the Student Work Showcase Rubric that was created by both teachers and students.

● Each student completes a rubric as a self assessment and turns into their advisor (They will be
collected).

● Each student is assigned a person to assess using the rubric below including a comment and a
total.
 

Student Attendance
Student Attendance Rosters:

● All attendance rosters are scanned into ATS by 10:00 am each morning.
● Each morning, classroom teachers find attendance sheets in their mailboxes between 8:00 and

8:15.  These rosters must be delivered to the Main Office by 9:05 am.
● Students who arrive late or leave early should be marked present, but should be marked as Late or

as early dismissal, per DOE guidance by Chenora.
● Students are expected to be in their classroom by 8:25am. Any student not present by 8:25 am is

marked absent by the classroom teacher.  When students arrive late, they are marked late by the
main office staff.]

● Classroom teachers must keep attendance of their students for their own records
● All SETSS teachers, service providers and paraprofessionals are required to maintain daily

attendance records in SESIS for the students they serve.  These records also indicate the first
attendance date for each student and are collected in June.

● Special education teachers should maintain lesson plans or a plan book, indicating the target
children and whether the lessons were push-in or pullout. All special education teachers and
service providers are expected to be proactive in maintaining complete and updated IEP files for
their students and revising IEP’s according to their assessments.  (The IEP files are stored in the
main office, room 503.)
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Student Late Policy
● Students remain in the lobby, at the SSA agent desk. SSA agents call the main office.
● A member of the main office comes down to the lobby and escorts the student to the classroom
● Attendance is adjusted from “absent” to “late.”

Visitor Policy - Visitors enter through front entrance
● SSA (School Safety Agent)  agent stops the visitor and waits in the lobby
● SSA agents calls the main office
● A member of the main office comes down to the lobby and escorts if necessary.

Snow Days and Staff Only Day
● November 8 - Election Day, June 8th, Chancellor Day, June 9th, Clerical Day are  non-attendance

days for students. No in-person or remote instruction will be provided.
● On “Snow days” or days when school buildings are closed due to an emergency, all students and

families should plan on participating in remote learning.

2022-2023 School Calendar:
https://www.schools.nyc.gov/about-us/news/2022-2023-school-year-calendar

Bathrooms
Adults must ONLY use bathrooms designated as "Adult Bathrooms." There are 3 adult bathrooms at
MSC, they are located on the third floor by the greenhouse, on the 5th floor in Room 503 and one is
located in the basement gym office.

Taking Students Off the Floor: Going to Gym, Recess, Cafeteria, Specials
● Students should be in a single file or two lines when they travel as a class throughout the building.
● Students are expected to walk quietly down the right side of the hallways, especially as they walk

past classrooms where other students are working.

Communicating with Families
Consistent and timely communication with families is critical.

● A best practice is to communicate via email as an easy and efficient way to share student
progress, concerns, observations as well as celebrations.

● At MSC, our goal is to respond within a one, 24 hour period (during the work week).

Google Classroom:
Teachers set up their digital classrooms using an approved DOE platform (Google Classroom). Digital
classrooms must link to all assigned students and include the necessary materials for the first day of an
emergency closure.

● To conduct synchronous instruction on snow days, and in the case of health-related or other
emergency closures whereby an entire classroom or entire school is closed for in-person learning

Communicating Standardized Test Results to Families
NYC Schools account allows families access 24hrs a day to student data:
http://schools.nyc.gov/RulesPolicies/StudentRecords/NYCSchools

NEW Calendar
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r/month/2022/9/1?tab=oc

● All events are posted to the NYC DOE workspace calendar: MSC 2022-2023
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● It is expected that staff check the calendar before scheduling a field trip, attending a professional
development day.

K-5 Class Newsletters, Specialists Newsletter,  6-8 newsfeeds  is a way of sharing information about
the curriculum, upcoming events, field trips, and celebrations of learning with families.

● K-5 Teachers write a weekly classroom newsletter and posted on Google Classroom Page
● 6-8 write a weekly newsfeed on Google Classroom
● Submit an electronic copy to Claire by Monday afternoon.
● Specialists write a quarterly newsletter to families.

Admin Communication
● Claire writes a weekly staff memo and shares every Thursday afternoon.
● Bi weekly Letters from Claire
● Bi weekly Letters from Kerry and Latasha

Classroom Pets
● Teachers have had great success with fish, reptiles, lizards and turtles in their classrooms.
● Please make sure that no one in your class has an allergy to animals before bringing a class pet

into the room.

Field Trips
● Curriculum is enriched throughout the year with field trips. We may take small walks around the

neighborhood or go on trips by school bus or subway depending upon the destination. The
Department of Education (DOE) requires consent slips signed by parents/guardians for each trip.
The DOE also requires one adult chaperone for each 10 children so parents and guardians’ help is
needed.

● Please notify your families of upcoming trips and give specific information on lunch,
transportation, etc.  Depending upon the trip, you may request parent chaperones to accompany
the class and assist in supervision. Permission slips must be filled out and returned in advance of
any field trips. Trips should be linked implicitly, if not explicitly, to our curriculum.  At the
beginning of the year make sure to obtain a trip permission form from families for each member
of your class.  A copy of each class set of permission forms will remain in the office and a class
set should be taken on the trip

Planning a Trip:
● When planning a trip (walking or bus, subway) fill out the online Trip Request Form two weeks

prior to the field trip date. Place the request in Tatiana’s mailbox in the office. If a Subway pass is
needed, check it off on the form.

● The subway pass will be placed in your mailbox the day prior to the trip. There are no
transportation passes available for public bus service.

● If you are using public bus service, ask students/families to bring in either change or a Metro
card.

● When planning, consider the needs of students in your classroom with limited physical mobility.
You will need to know about wheelchair accessibility both at the site of the trip and in organizing
transportation.

● Consult with the office and with PT/OT specialists well in advance so that we can make
transportation plans together to ensure the inclusion of all students.

● Please notify prep teachers and other specialists who work with your class/students before your
trip so they can adjust schedules accordingly.
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● Classroom teachers are responsible for handing out and collecting trip permission slips
prior to each trip. Make sure to also include detailed trip information in your class
newsletter and rely on class parents to help get the word out both to keep parents informed
and to ensure the proper ratio of chaperones (at least 1:10). Younger siblings may not
accompany parent chaperones.

● Trips are part of the curriculum.  No student may be left behind unless his/her behavior has been
so disruptive as to threaten his/her safety. When considering whether a student will be excluded
from a trip, send an email or schedule an appointment with Claire to discuss in advance of the trip
so that a determination can be made.

Day of Trip:
● K-3 students should wear a label with school name, address and phone number. They are

available in the office, room 503.
● Leave a cell phone number and site contact number where you and your class can be

reached in the office and sign-out for your class in the field trip binder in the main office
(503). Also, make sure that you have left your class attendance sheet indicating absent
students and that you have made accommodations with the main office (503).

Supplies Request
● Fill out the form electronically
● Once the request is submitted, it may take a week to three weeks for delivery and distribution.
● Families have been notified that we have this protocol in place for acquiring supplies.

Suspected Child Abuse
● There may be situations during the year when teachers will observe, hear or learn that a student

may have been, or is being abused or neglected.
● We are all mandated reporters and as such we are expected, in the best interests of our students, to

follow up and act on our suspicions and evidence.
● Teachers are required to report suspicions of child abuse immediately.
● This means BEFORE the children are dismissed for the day, report to Claire, Kerry (K-5),

Latasha (6-8), and Kadria, our social worker, so they can respond in the appropriate and safest
way.

Visitors to School: Publicity and Contact with Press
● Please notify Claire directly, in writing and in advance, if you are planning to bring a visitor

(guest speaker, observer from a community based organization, author, politician, DOE visitor,
visiting educators, grant organizations, etc.,) into the school building so that we can arrange any
scheduling that may be needed and notify others on staff.

● In some cases, these visitors may need to be cleared with legal or other DOE departments. Also,
contact Claire by email if a parent has requested an observer, psychologist, any outside person
before scheduling a visit.

Allergies
● Families should obtain a Form 504 from the school office, room 503. This form must be

completed by your child’s physician and returned to MSC so that your child’s allergic condition is
officially noted. Please remind families that they will need to get a new copy of the form and have
their child’s doctor complete it each year that the child attends MSC.

● If the child has specific allergies or medical concerns, please make sure that you speak with his or
her family to ensure that proper precautions are taken. You cannot accept responsibility for
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medication regimes or for administering medication, though please work with the family to help
ensure that the student’s needs are met.

● MSC does not maintain nut-or-dairy-free zones, but teachers should do their best to accommodate
food restrictions and to help parents develop a food allergy action plan. It may also be necessary
to notify a school administrator, depending on the severity of the allergy. Please make sure the
school has the most up-to-date contact information.

● A 504 Form is needed for allergies and orders for epi-pens. Photos are encouraged for all
children who have a 504 Form for identification.

https://www.schools.nyc.gov/school-life/health-and-wellness/504-accommodations

Independent Reading Book Required
● MSC students (K-8) are required to keep at least one independent reading book with them at all

times in their backpacks to carry back and forth between home and school.

Health Accommodations
● If a child is in need of any type of  medical accommodation during the school day, we must have

an Authorization Form on file. Contact our parent coordinator, Malaka, if families need assistance
with a form.

There are four types of request and authorization forms:
● Medication Administration Form (MAF)
● Provision of Medically Prescribed Treatment Form (Non-Medication)
● Diabetes Medication Administration Form
● Request for Section 504 Accommodation(s)

Medical Examinations
● Each kindergarten and first grade student – even students who attend kindergarten at MSC – and

all newly admitted students must have a medical examination.
● An official New York City health form, with its record of vaccinations and medical history, and

the Child & Adolescent Health Examination Form must be turned in.

Immunizations
● The New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene Issues School Admission

Immunization Requirements.
● The law requires that all students in grades K must show proof of having received a complete

medical evaluation and present an immunization record.

Medication
● The nurse will not administer medications or treatments without doctor’s orders stated on a 504

Form. This includes both prescription and over-the-counter medications.
● The form must be completed by a physician, signed by a parent and given to the nurse.

Injuries
● A doctor’s note is required for any child who comes to school wearing a splint, cast or other

appliance. A note is also required for any restrictions on physical activities.

Illness
● If a student becomes ill during the day, or is sick, call the Main Office 5032. A member of the

school staff will escort the student to the nurse (if needed) and call families and request that they
come to get him/her as soon as possible.
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● A student is never permitted to go to the nurse on their own or with another student.
● The student may go to the main office with a pass and an office staff member will escort the

student to the nurse.
● A box of Band-Aids and a simple first aid kit is maintained in each classroom in order to attend to

small issues.

DOE Fall 2022 COVID-19 Guidance
● Vaccination is still required for all visitors entering school buildings
● Vaccination is still required for all DOE employees
● Vaccination is still required for other individuals who work in DOE buildings
● Vaccinations is still required to participate in high-risk extracurricular activities including

high-risk PSAL sports

Daily Health Screener is no longer required to enter school buildings

Isolate if COVID-19 positive:
● Students and staff who test positive for COVID-19 must isolate for 5 days and can return to

school on day 6 if they have no symptoms or symptoms are improving. They must wear a mask
until day 10 after symptom onset or date of positive test, whichever is earlier.

● These cases should be reported to their school so they can be reported into the sit room for
exposure notifications.

Testing:
● Starting the first day of school, schools will offer home test kits to those with a potential in-school

exposure and those with symptoms
● In addition, each staff and student will receive 4 tests per month to take home. These tests can be

used by school families for testing due to symptoms, exposures, high-risk activity (such as travel
and large gatherings) and can give staff and students immediate results.

● In-school PCR surveillance testing will not be a part of the 2022-23 school year.
Situation Room:

● Schools will be required to report positive cases of COVID-19 to the situation room.
● The Situation Room will provide schools with standardized communications for their

communities and will notify school communities of cases in their schools through daily email and
the Daily COVID map.

Masking- Face coverings are strongly recommended to be worn when indoors. Masks will be made
available at the school for all those who need/want them.

Legal Issues: Please follow the procedures listed here when faced with these difficult situations.
Divorced Families

● Both parents must be invited to attend all meetings.
● If there is tension, please invite Claire, Latasha or Kerry to sit in on the meeting.
● The teacher  must arrange a system to ensure both parents receive all school notes and important

information.
● Remember if you have a conversation with one parent you must communicate the information

with the other parent.

Orders of Protection
● If a child has an Order of Protection, please get a copy and give it to Claire immediately. We

will make copies and they will be kept with the following people:
● Principal
● School Secretary
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● Security Agent
● Classroom Teacher
● Ask the parent for current pictures of the child and the individual against whom the Order of

Protection was issued.
● To keep records safe and confidential, the School Secretary will  keep them in the cumulative

record in the main office.

Subpoenas
● If you receive a subpoena, you are to notify Claire immediately so she can contact the DOE

lawyer.
● In addition, please do not share any information with your colleagues.

Psychologists and Lawyers
● If a parent asks you to speak to a student’s psychologist, therapist, or lawyer, you MUST inform

Claire, Kerry and Latasha.  The parent must complete appropriate paperwork.

Lice
● Head lice do not pose a health hazard, transmit disease, or indicate poor hygiene, but they are

disturbing nuisances. Our goal is to prevent lice from spreading.
● Children found with lice (live bugs) will be sent home and can return to school when they are lice

free. However, if the child is found to have only a few nits (eggs), he/she can remain in school.
● Please notify the parent coordinator and a lice letter will be distributed to the whole class.

Keeping Children Home
● For the welfare of the other students, families should be asked to keep children home under

serious conditions including but not limited to: Any child with fever of 100ºF or higher, and/or
two or more flu-like symptoms must be kept home for 24 hours after a normal temperature has
returned.

● If a child has fever in the morning before school, parents should not give Tylenol (or other over
the counter medicines) and send them to school. Any child with vomiting or diarrhea should be
kept home for 24 hours after the last symptom. Pink eye is contagious – a child must have a
doctor’s note to return to school.

Leaving the Building
● If a student has to leave early, a person who is on emergency contact remains in the lobby.
● School safety agents contact the main office.
● A member of main office staff escorts the student to the lobby and emergency contact signs the

student out.

Family Conference Days
● September 16: Curriculum Night, meet teachers, 6:00 pm-7:00 pm
● November 17th: 4:30pm-7:30pm
● November 18th: 12:40pm-2:40pm (Students will be dismissed at 11:30 am)
● March 23rd: 4:30pm-7:30pm
● March 24th: 12:40pm-2:40pm (Students will be dismissed at 11:30 am)
● May 18th: 4:30pm-7:30pm

Get Involved in School Community
Chat with Claire
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●   Monthly Chat with the Principal
● NEW: We will schedule times for families to have the opportunity to meet one-on-one with

principal, AP, and PC.

Parent Association
The PA represents all of the families in the school and exists to provide all parents an active voice in the
school. We offer support to our school both through volunteerism and fundraising so we may further
enrich MSC’s programs and support with continued resources. Once a month, our MSC community
comes together for a General Membership meeting. These meetings are open to everyone with a child
attending MSC and they are an excellent way to find out what's happening and how to get involved at our
school.

The PA Executive Board (President/Co-Presidents, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer) meets
monthly to conduct school business, discuss projects with the Administration, and review any Standing
Committee projects.

School Leadership Team
The School Leadership Team (SLT) is a joint team of teachers, parents, school staff, and the Principal that
is mandated by the Chancellor's Regulation A-655. The SLT plays a significant role in creating a structure
for school-based decision making and shaping the path to a collaborative school culture. The SLT
contributes to the development of the Comprehensive Educational Plan (CEP). It is a vehicle for
developing school-based educational policies and ensuring that resources are aligned to implement those
policies.

Inclusion and Diversity Committee
A group of parents, teachers, and administrators who are committed to creating a shared school
community of families and educators that embraces and reflects the diversity of our District and our City.
Creating such a community takes intentional and collaborative work; our mission is to raise the collective
awareness and cultural competencies of members of the community. We are committed to making MSC a
school where all voices are heard, valued, and respected towards shaping an inclusive and welcoming
community. Please contact msc333.diversity@gmail.com to learn more.

Book Room
The Book Room is a parent volunteer led library in the school. For the past several years it has been led
by an amazing volunteer. Volunteer with your Child(ren) in the Book RoomSome activities you can do
together: fix the books in our Hospital Bin, scan barcodes, place books back on the shelves, place stickers
on books. If you are interested in volunteering with your child(ren), please email us at
msc.bookroom@gmail.com. Please include the date you are interested in and the name and grade of your
child(ren) who will be joining you.

Recess Volunteers
All volunteers must be fully vaccinated and must wear a mask inside our building (lobby) and while
outside in the yard/s.
● All volunteers must sign up online in order to volunteer.
● Volunteers must sign-in in the lobby before reporting for recess duty and get your neon vest.

Volunteers must shut off their phone before entering the recess yard.
● Volunteers will be assigned a designated recess space to support organized play. Also to play with

students as a mentor.
● Only two volunteers per recess time.
● Volunteers cannot take students to the nurse and/or bathrooms
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● Volunteers may not share information with other parents regarding recess behaviors of other
students.  This is strictly the responsibility of the school staff.

● For security reasons, only parents or legal guardians may volunteer for school recess.
● Malaka will share a Recess Volunteer Sign-up google form link soon.

WHO TO ASK ABOUT WHAT?

If your concern is about You should contact

Your child’s academic progress
Your child’s teacher - Post a note or Email
Parent Coordinator- Malaka – mbanks5@schools.nyc.gov
K-5 Assistant Principal Kerry - KPowers3@schools.nyc.gov
6-8 Assistant Principal Latasha LJones342@schools.nyc.gov
Principal Claire - CLowenstein@schools.nyc.gov

Your child’s well-being
and emotional development

Your child’s teacher - Post a note or Email
K-5 Social Worker- Kadria Kbenejan@schools.nyc.gov
6-8 Guidance Counselor- Gabrielle glemoullec2@schools.nyc.gov
Parent Coordinator- Malaka – mbanks5@schools.nyc.gov
K-5 Assistant Principal Kerry - KPowers3@schools.nyc.gov
6-8 Assistant Principal Latasha LJones342@schools.nyc.gov
Principal Claire - CLowenstein@schools.nyc.gov

Activities in your child’s
classroom

Your child’s teacher - Email
Your Class Parent - Email
Parent Coordinator-Malaka – mbanks5@schools.nyc.gov

Curriculum
Your child’s teacher - Post a note or Email
K-5 Assistant Principal Kerry - KPowers3@schools.nyc.gov
6-8 Assistant Principal Latasha LJones342@schools.nyc.gov
Principal Claire - CLowenstein@schools.nyc.gov

School issues other than
curriculum

Parent Coordinator - Malaka mbanks5@schools.nyc.gov
Business Manager -Tatiana - THoover2@schools.nyc.gov

Setting up a play date with a
classmate’s family

Your class parent for family contact information – Email

PA ISSUES (fundraising,
communications, community

relations)

PA Executive Board - MSC.Copres@gmail.com
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DOE Policies and Practices Parent Coordinator  Malaka –mbanks5@schools.nyc.gov
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